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Faced with a critical lack of affordable housing and a persistently negative economic situation, we are
inevitably witnessing an alarming increase in the number of people suffering hardship due to
economic, social and housing problems.

The impact this situation has on the public housing system is considerable, because it puts additional
pressure on the ERP-Public Housing waiting lists bolstered by evicted families.

It is well-known that the target population which generally runs the risks associated with gaining
access to and then holding on to a place to live is vulnerable and has a number of complex needs
that may not be met if a well-structured series of actions, capable of significantly combating their
specific problems, fails to be implemented.

This Scattered Housing project starts out from a few ideas expressed in the plan submitted by Turin
in the UIA 2018 Call for Proposals, which was short-listed after receiving considerable interest from
the Selection Committee.

The reference context



The complexity of the topic outlined requires actions regarding housing and social issues to promote

models that meet the needs of lifestyles and contemporary socio-demographic trends, in favour of

participatory, collaborative and inclusive devices that can prevent the risk of wasting resources

(sharing of assets and services within urban communities) in order to optimize the scale of certain

sectors of ancillary costs, particularly for the benefit of solutions to common systems (social,

administrative, legal, economic and financial management).

It would also be useful to strengthen the tangible and intangible resources that develop the quality of

urban space and its social and property value, also through the triggering of mechanisms to promote

the vitality of the trading fabric at the ground level of the buildings, making it sustainable, and

avoiding the risk of entrepreneurial failure of street-level “shops/workshops” (e.g. renewed

enhancement of the home-workshop system in order to further increase the housing supply and

support youth entrepreneurship).
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The reference context

In 2018 there was a total of 2,264 notices issued
with respect to eviction proceedings for arrears
and for the end of rental agreements for
properties used for residential purposes. This
showed a reverse trend with an increase of 8%
over the previous year.
The evictions for arrears represent 93% of the
total number of proceedings.
(Source: XV Osservatorio condizione abitativa 2018, Comune di
Torino - Turin’s Housing Watchdog)

Evictions in Turin
Housing is the main expenditure item for
citizens, even higher than that for
purchasing groceries.
(Source: 18° Rapporto Rota, 2017)

Housing costs as a percentage of 
the family’s available budget

Incidence of evictions above the national
average:
- Turin: 1 eviction in every 241 households
- Italy: 1 eviction in every 419 households
(Source: “Gli Sfratti in Italia - 2017” - “Evictions in Italy -
2017” Report by the Italian Ministry of the Interior)

Evictions in Turin vs Italy

31.50%

1/241 
households

2,264 
evictions 
in 2018

A few figures

Map of Turin
Homes4All
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The aim of the project, therefore, is to solve some of the housing crisis issues encountered in the

Turin area.

Thanks in part to the work done in coordination with the offices of the Social Policy Department of the

City of Turin, the Homes4All project aims to intercept properties through various channels, by

searching for vacant private properties and properties that are up for auction, or via other channels

featuring low purchase costs.

In addition, the purchase of properties at auctions will, in some cases, allow the families incurring the

notice of enforced re-acquisition to rent the accommodation directly, thus avoiding them having to

leave their homes and search for alternative accommodation in the private rental market or request

temporary accommodation while waiting for a response from the public channels.

The project



Homes4All also aims to assist and help those in difficulty to submit applications under Italian Law

no.3 of 27/01/2012, the so-called “Over-indebtedness Law”.

This law, in fact, allows private individual debtors (or other persons excluded from the Bankruptcy

law) to access a procedure to facilitate the recovery of their debt situation by submitting a debt

repayment plan, which would be prepared with the help of Homes4All.

If the proposed settlement is approved by the Court, the debtor receives a debt release notice which

allows them to reduce their debt to what they are actually able to pay based on their available

income, and the rest of the debt is cleared.

The project



The project idea moves in various directions, starting with the identification of vacant or occupied

property blocks, sold at judicial auctions and selected according to the Bank holding the loan debt.

The Bank will exercise its right to allocate the property to itself or third parties at the pre-auction “base

price”, or at 25% higher than the minimum bid in the auction.

In this way, regardless of whether the property is actually sold to third parties at auction at a higher

price, or is assigned to the Bank, it may receive at least part of the debt owed by the tenant, with a

higher price than the minimum initial bid at auction.

In the event of successful completion of the allocation of the property to the Bank or the designated

third party – in this case Homes4All – the Bank will acknowledge a fee equal to 12.5% of the

allocation value to the vehicle (i.e. equal to half the difference between the redemption price and the

minimum admissible bid at auction).

The project



The Homes4All SPV, established as a social cooperative innovative start-up, will provide its services,

as described in greater detail in the following slides, working in two different directions:

Ø in the event of a vacant property Homes4All will perform any necessary renovation work on it so

that it can be included in the channels of rented social housing;

Ø in the event of an occupied property, the Bank will write off the debt situation of the occupant. The

occupant will start again to pay a regulated rent, calibrated according to the ceiling allowed by the

Citizenship Income, supported by a Social Fund that guarantees any outstanding amounts.

The cooperative will, therefore, make use of a physical and virtual, coordination and management

structure which will be known as the “Piattaforma” [Platform].

The project



The Bank acknowledges
a fee to the vehicle –
Homes4All – equal to
50% of the difference
between the property
redemption price paid
and the auction
minimum offer (equal to
12.5% of the
assignment value).

Acknowledgement 
of a fee to the 

vehicle
The Bank exercises
its right to allocate the
properties to itself or
to third parties before
the auction, at the
base price, or at 25%
above the minimum
bid

Auction 
Assignment

The property,
nevertheless, goes to
auction, but any third
party bids must
exceed the lender’s
self-assignment
price.
The lender still
enjoys a benefit
because if it is not
awarded the
property, this is
because it has been
sold at a higher price
to a third party.

Benefit for the 
lender

Initially there is a
process to identify
blocks of properties
that may be occupied
by the person incurring
the notice of enforced
re-acquisition or
vacant, selected
according to the Bank
holding the loan debt.

Property 
blocks

The project

The property is
renovated and given a
facelift where needed
and then becomes part of
the social, rented-
accommodation circuit
(emergency housing,
ERP rankings etc.) or can
be sold on the property
market.

Vacant properties

The Bank writes off the
tenant’s debt allowing
him to remain in his
house. Now freed from
his debts, the tenant can
start to pay rent again.
No renovation work is
needed and a Social
Fund/CSP guarantees
any outstanding debts.

Occupied properties

A possible scenario 

- Judiciary Auctions -



The truly innovative aspect is the involvement through networking of small and medium-sized
private investors who adjust their financial return demands and put themselves at the service of the

local area for its development also in terms of assets.

When fully operational, the business model is based on the possibility of the SPV acquiring the

properties through various forms of supply: equity financing to the newco, debt financing, transfer to

ownership, leasing, concession.

The type of return will be coherent with the type of transfer: equity à dividend, loan à coupon,

concession/lease à rent.

The limited and patient return for investors on impact is nevertheless stimulated by the low property

values with which the purchase is made, by the possible incentives for investment in social

enterprises, and by the medium-to-long term property value stability, after such a low value at the

outset.

The project



The project
Platform 

Homes4All

- Advisory
- Selection
- Negotiating
- Formalisation

- Rent
- Maintenance
- Key management
- Relations with the 

City of Turin

- Management
- Development
- Promotion

- City of Turin
- Stakeholders

- Administration
- Research and 

activation of 
financial 
instruments

- Relations
- Management
- Implementation

Sales
Management

management
Dealings with 

investors
Dealings with 

banks
Administration 

and Finance

Web 
platform 

management
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Institution

Inventors - Founders

Social impact, support and 
assistance

Lenders

Technical experts

Partners

Project validator



Brainscapital is a management advisory firm founded in 2013 to assist business activities and to

develop complex projects.

It assists start-up businesses and well-established companies that are seeking a positive change

involving growth, with development projects, providing support during planning and during

implementation and operation.

Brainscapital in particular:

q Analyses the feasibility and practicability of the business idea and then the quantification of

costs and the resources that are actually required, as well as the expected economic return;

q Provides support in the definition of a business plan and related action plan in support of

objectives and also provides continual assistance in the operational phase;

q It can act as an active partner in helping to raise funds thanks to a well-established network

of contacts with banks, investment funds, private investors, access to public notices and

incentives or crowdfunding systems.

Partners

Key managers

Mario Montalcini

Federico Disegni

Roberto Casetta



Homers is an innovative, non-profit social enterprise, consisting of professionals with extensive

experience in the field of participatory urban design and the management of property for social

purposes.

It was established following the joint activity between TRA-Architettura Condivisa and Fondazione

Benvenuti in Italy, developed in 2012 to create the Buena Vista co-housing project.

It’s a movement that experiments with new models of living which believes in innovation,

collaboration and sustainability.

Homers is also the Italian hub for the European network of Community Land Trusts and participates

in the international Wetraders platform.

With Homers you can find a helping hand in imagining and designing other new customised housing

solutions that are freer, greener, more beautiful and more economically and ecologically viable, with

more shared space and facilities. Together we can explore innovative models and services, based on

the active engagement of future residents: we follow a path that begins with meetings to get to know

each other and then to share the project and the appearance and structure of the homes.

Partners

Key managers

Matteo Robiglio

Marco Tabbia

Elisa Montervino
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Tax incentives are provided for venture capital investment in social enterprises by
providing individual (IRPEF) Income Tax payers with a deduction on their gross tax of
30% of the contributions made, while corporate (IRES) Income Tax payers are
provided with a deduction from their total income of 30% of the contributions made.

Equity Financing

With debt financing against Homes4All, one is guaranteed, on the other hand,
an expected average gross return of about 4% gross per annum.

Debt financing

Conversely, those who offer their accommodation for management by Homes4All are
given a regulated but guaranteed rent, paid directly via the platform, regardless of whether
the flat is actually rented out or not. In addition to finding a suitable tenant, the platform
will also handle all the various formalities and requirements related to the property with an
“empty for full” formula.

Assigned property management

Lastly, there is also the opportunity to donate property to Homes4All or to 
participate through the provision of donations to the project.

Charity

The business model
How to take part in

Homes4All
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Time Schedule

2023
Fully operational

Ø Homes4All when 
fully operational, with 
the possibility of 
acquiring property 
through equity 
financing, debt 
financing, receiving 
donations, 
concession of 
properties etc.

2020
Prototyping

Ø Project feasibility 
study

Ø Property 
acquisitions;

Ø Setting up and 
creating the platform

2022
Systematisation

Ø Based on the 
modelling in the test 
period, start the 
replication of the 
project in other areas 
of the city, acting as 
a flagship initiative 
for similar actions to 
be established 
nationwide.

2021
Test period

Ø Impact assessment 
and definition of the 
level of success of 
the initiative;

Ø Start of the 
modelling for the test 
period 

Start Up Activation

Ø Incorporation of 
Homes4All;

Ø Web platform 
construction;

Ø Start of first property 
acquisitions.

OCT-DEC 
2019



Brainscapital S.r.l.
Via Sebastiano Valfrè 16

10121 Turin
info@brainscapital.it
www.brainscapital.it

Homes4All
Homers S.r.l. Social Enterpris

e
Piazza Cesare Augusto 7

10122 Turin
info@homers.co
www.homers.co
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